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German courses: small groups for rapid progress
Small groups in a friendly atmosphere with competent and committed teachers, nearly all of them teach
their mother tongue. With this recipe for success, combined with great flexibility and fair prices,
linguasud.com meets nearly every demand since 2003. With over 70 teachers in Schaﬀhausen and
Winterthur we teach more than 30 languages. We are therefore confident to have a suitable course for
you too.
German courses in Schaﬀhausen
German courses in Winterthur
Small groups
Groups of max 6 people ensure fast and eﬃcient learning. Courses in mini groups (2-3 people), groups of
two or one-to-one tuition is also possible.
Do you have specific language requirements for your employees? We are happy to teach also in your
company oﬃce.
Flexibility
A course start is possible at any time. Every participant sets his or her own pace for learning. For this
reason it is always possible to try and switch groups.
The classes generally take also place during school holidays. A break will always be individually arranged
within the group.
Courses are not only available over lunch and in the evening: You will even profit from a discount during
daytime and Friday courses. Often German courses are intensive courses (2-5 times a week).
Free consultation and trial lesson
If you are unsure of your language level, courses normally start with a free consultation with a teacher. He
or she will test your spoken and written German, so that we can oﬀer you a free trial lesson in the best
suitable course.
Exam preparation courses
We oﬀer regularly preparation courses for the German diplomas TELC and Goethe, as well as
DELF/DALF/CFP for French, DELE for Spanish and Cambridge preparation courses for English.
Language travels at original prices
We also oﬀer worldwide language travels for fair and transparent prices without having to abandon a
personal consultation. We organize the in-country courses at fair original prices: Compare for yourself!
Information and advice
Don’t hesitate to visit our oﬃce, located in Schaﬀhausenat Vorstadt 18, 1st floor (entrance on the right
side of “Weltbild”). Please schedule an appointment to meet with us in the evening or on Saturday.
Our classrooms in Winterthur are located in the main station building.
Call now +41 (0)52 620 44 38 or contact us on sprachkurse@linguasud.com

